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A STUDY OF THE TWO-CONTROL OPERATION OF AN AIRPLANE
By ROBnRT T. Joma
SUMMARY
The two-control operation of a c~venitil airplaw
i-s treated ~ maw of the theory of didurbed motiorw.
% consequmceaof this methodof controlare studiedwith
regardto the stability of tiw airplane in its uncimetraind
componmt8 of motion and th” movements 8et up dwring
tUl% %W7WUV8T8.
It ti foundthatthe motion of a comwrdionulairplane
h more stable when an arbi.tra~ kinemaiic corwtraid is
impo8edin banki~ than when such corwtrainiti imposed
in yawing. Severalhypothetical amumptionaof piloting
proceahwe, each of which is considered to reprewd a
component @the actwalpro&re, are stwdied. @@rent
nu?an$of two-conirol operaibn are ateo d?kcus8edand it h
concluded that a reliuble rolh.g-mmmmi conirol that cikx
not give the wmud adverse 8ec* yawing moment
should be mo8tsa.tixfactq. Several8peciulmodiji.catti
intendedto make the aixplaru more suitablefor two-cuntrol
operaih are a-?aodhcW8ed, and ‘d b found thai re.?a.tw.dy
greatweathercock8tabWy (N,] d be detirable.
INTRODUCI’ION
A number of flights have been made with airplanes
utihzing both the aileron-elevator and the elevator-
rudder combinations for two-control operation. Some
qucdion exists as to which of these modes of operation
is likely ta prove the better and also whether either of
them is capable of affording the controllability req~lte
to safety in flight. Such qucdions must, of course, be
eventually decided by experience, no mathematical
analysis being suflioiently broad to deal with all aspects
of the problem. It is believed, nevertheless, that cer-
tain conceptions gained from an analysis of the problem
may be useful in furthering development along these
Em39.
One of the purposes of the present work was to
ascertain on theoretical grounds which of the two
possible modes of operation was more likely to prove
satisfactory. It ma also desired to fid what changes
might be effected in a conventional airplane to make it
more suitable for two-control operation.
The rmalysisof the various dynamical problems that
arise makes use of many concepts that are discussed
at length in reference 1. The treatment of airplane
motion as a problem of dynamics is based primarily on
the assumptions of the theory of airplane stability rLs
developed by Bryan and others; for the elucidation of
this theory the reader is refereed to text books on
aeronautics.
MATHEMATICALTREATMENTOF CONTROLLED
MOTION
The motion of an airplane with adequate control
about its three axes may, in one sense, be regarded M a
purely constrained motion. From this point of view,
the act of piloting the airplane must be considered to be
the use of the mailable control means for overcoming
the inherent aerodynamic and inertial reactions of the
airplane, CTLusingit to follow a more or less definitely
condrained motion induced by the controls. The
natural oscillation and damping of the free motion of
the airplane do not appear, then, in the controlled
motion because the pilot has accommodated his use
of the available control to the governing of these
inherent tendencies. Accordingly the stability or insta-
bility of the airplane will be apparent only in the requi-
site use of the controls to perform a given maneuver.
It has been found by experience that the lateral-
stability characteristics of an ordinary airplane are
such that it is fesaible to abandon one of the direct
constraints of the lateral motion in ordinary tlight
maneuvers. All lateral maneuvers that are to be
performed with a minimum of sidealipping or sidewise
acceleration require a detinite coordination between
the banking and yawing motions; it appeam that a
ocnventional airplane will naturally tend to fuliill this
requisite relation in greater or less degree, on account
of the inherent stability, even when one of the lateral
controls is abandoned.
Under the conditions of two-control operation the
motion of the airplane cannot be considered as an en-
tirely constrained motion. The pilot of such a machine
can exercise direct constraint in only one of the three
components of lateral movement and must depend on
the natural tendencies of the airplane for the requisite
coordination of the other motions. In order to show
this coordination the airplane need not be entirely
stable with all controls released, but it is imperative
that there be satisfactory stability in those components
in which the machine is unconstrained. Thus, if an
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airplane is to be controlled by the ailerons and elevator
alone, it must be satisfactorily stable in combihed
yawing and sideslipping, in which it is free; if control
is by rudder and elevator, corresponding stability in
combined banking and sideslipping is necessary.
If the controls are considered to impress constraint
in those components of motion in which they operate
directly, the movements of a two-control airplane may
be studied by the method of forced oscillations. Thus,
if the airplane controlled by ailerons is caused h follow
a definite course in banking, in which it is considered
to be constrained, this motion will impress disturbing
forces and couples leading indirectly to yawing and
sidedipping motions. The yawing and sidedipping
motions must, however, be considered to be uncon-
strained and to be conditioned by the natural stability
of the machine as well as by the impressed disturbances.
The disturbing forces or couples impraed in those
components in which the airplane is unconstrained
are caused by the constrained movements and are
considered proportional to them. The factors of
proportionality are simply the appropriate stabiliQ-
derivatives of the airplane. Thus, if the machine is
conshained to follow a deiinite sequence of rolling
motions by the application of a suitable control moment,
rLdisturbing acceleration in yawing that is propor-
tional to the given rate of rolling at each instant will
be impressed, namelY: .
impre5sed~=pX~P
h order to express the foregoing ideas definitely it
will be necessary to rtwort to mathematical treatment
of the motions. It is convenient for this purpose to
choose a set of axes rigidly fixed in the airplane at its
center of gravity and inclined at the angIe of attack a,
so that the X axis points into the direction of the
relative wind in steady flight at the specified lift co-
efficient. The following notation and diagram define
the quantities used in the subsequent equations.
/“7
x
z
710,forward (X-wise) velocity in steady
%ight.
p, rolling component of angular veloc-
ity.
yawing component of angular veloc-
ity.
component of tlight veIocity along I’
axis (sideslip).
angle of bank (relative to gravity).
angle of sideslip o/UO,approximately.
6J~-le of rudder-or”ai&o-n- deflection;
~, force component along the direction
of the yaxis.
L, rolling-moment component.
N’, yawing-moment component.
1
i$L6=L/mkx2,Control moments per unit moment of
61?8=iV/mkz2, inertia of airplane.
Y: stab~~ d~vativw ~ - of tit
L, - m- or moment of ~ertia of nir-
L plane, thus:
L, $
N,
. Y,=~~ /m
N,
N,, L,=% /mk#, etc.
A number of secondary considerations will be neg-
lected in the mathematical analysis of the problems
to make ,the mathematical expressions as simple as
possible and because it is not considered important to
secure exact numerical rtita for studying the generrd
problem. For these approximate oalcuktions the
lateral and longitudinal motions of the airplane will be
considered sepmable during turning flight, A check
of the maximum gyrcscopic couples encountered show
that they are negligible for the present study, although
it is probable that the longitudinal and lateral oscillrL-
tions in turning flight can be sepmated for only a
relatively short time after the passing of a disturbance.
Another assumption made is that the tiect of a com-
ponent torque applied to the airplane is an rmgular
acceleration about the wxisof the torque. In general,
the angular acceleration dots not have the same asis
w the applied torque but in the present case the refer-
ence axes chosen lie near the awnunedprincipal axe9 of
inertia, and the difference of moments of inertia taken
about various axes is not great. In addition, the
night of the airplane is assumed to be horizontal and
the speed not to vary appreciably from the average
(UJ in a given case.
According to the previously outlined treatment, the
movement of the airplane in at least one of the l@rrd
coordinates will be modi.iied by a constraint. The
complete set of three degrees of freedom is not in this
case expressed in the usual three simultaneous equa-
tions of motion, for this procedure would imply that
each component of the motion was affected by the
Dther two, whereas the present problem calls for an
independent expression of one of them. Thus, it is
assumed that the available control is sufficiently
powerful to force any desired motion in the controlled
component. When setting up the equations, this
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motion will be considered to be given as a function of
the time.
It is important to emphasize in the interpretation
of the mathematical analysis the practical significance
of the assumptions used. The solution of the equa-
tions requires that the complete history of the variation
of one of the components of the motion (or the control
setting) be Imom beforehand. This variation is not
subsequently altered to accommodate the variation of
the other motions as would be the case if an intelligent
pilot were at the controls. It may be imagined that
the pilot has only one degree of attention. Having bed
on a procedure of rolling the airplane,he concentrates on
the execution of this alone, paying no attention to the
consequences in yawing or sideslipping. It would be
feasible to assume that the pilot concentrated his
attention on carrying out a predetermined manipu-
lation of the controls, without regard to any of the
motions set up. This assumption is, how-ever, con-
sidered to be too far removed horn actuality to be of
much use in analyzing the problem. It would be of
more practical interest b assume that the pilot had
sufficient skill to enforce a desired motion in every
respect, taking no account of the control manipulations.
The control manipulations required could then be
calculated and an idea of the degree of skill necessary
to attain a perfect remdt could be derived therefrom.
With two-control operation a perfect coordination
of the motions is, of course, not possible. If the pilot
enforces complete control over one component of the
airplane’s motion, he must do so at the expense of
control in some other componont. The residual com-
ponent is then considered to be free. In practice the
pilot can exercise an indirect influence on all lw%rril
motions with only a single lateral ccntrol. Hence, it
is possible to assume that a skilled pilot could enforce
complete control over the yawing motion even though
his available control exerted only rolling moments
directly. Then the rolling motion must be considered
free and not subject to the pilot’s attention although
his available control operatea directly on this motion.
Such an assumption obviously cannot give an accurate
description of anything occurring in practice. The
same is true in some degree of any other assumed pro-
cedure that can be mathematically treated. The actual
procedure of a pilot is undoubtedly an indeterminate
and variable synthesis of such elementary procedures.
The study of a single assumption of this nature is
therefore incomplete, constituting simply a part in the
analysis of the problem
In order to illustrate the variety of assumptions
that may be treated, four equations, containing
movements both of the airplane and of the control
surface, will be set down:
OPDRATION OF AN AIRPLANE
$—9P+Tuo—vY* =0
‘~ L .-rL,-vLV-& =0d~–p P
f&Np-rN,-vN,-6Na=o
=0
77
:1)
These equations are to be satisfied simultaneously and,
since there are more variables than equations, one of
the variablea must be given in terms of the time to
effect a solution. Any assumption of the kind con-
sidered may be applied by setting one of the variables
equal to a function of t. Thus the equations of motion
with an arbitrarily prescribed course in rolling are:
$+rUo–vYV =9P(0
t
—rL,—vL,—6Lt =Lpp(t) —~ P (~) (21
~—TiV,-VN,-6N6=NPp (t)
I
1
Simikdy, if the pilot uses the control to enforce
some given motion. in yawing, the equations are:
%–’-’ =–Uor(t)
d3~–pLP– VL,– 6La=LJ(t)
–pN2–vN,–tiN~=N,r(t) –~(t)
(3)
Solutions of the foregoing differential equations have
the general form
v,p, 6, or r= (Gexlt+ C2eAl~+. . C.eint)+~(t) (4)
This type of solution has two significant components;
the part enclosed by parentheses represents the oc-
currence of the natural oscillations and damping in the
resultant motion. H the natural modes of motion are
stable, this component will disappear with time and
the solution will be represented by {(t). If the im-
pressed disturbance is periodic, the motion will at tlrst
be conditioned by the natural period but, if this is
damped, will later follow the impressed period in ac-
cordance with Henschel’s theorem. In these cases
the term ~(t) may be called th “steady-state solution.”
Under the assumed conditions of two-control opera-
tion the pilot enforces one component of the motion
and relies on the reaction of this motion on the un-
controlled component to induce an appropriate
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motion there. & seen in equation (4), this accom-
panying motion is at tit cmditioned by the natural
oscillations. Obviously for satisfactory two-control
operation it is de&able that the natural oscillations
in the uncontrolled components quickly die away. It
also appears that if any reasonable coordination of the
motions is to be obtained the period of the free oscil-
lation must be short compared with the duration of
the maneuver.
STABILITY OF A CONVENTIONAL AIRPLANE
OPERATED‘iVITHTWO CONTROLS
From the foregoing considerations it is apparent
that the airpkme must have certain degrees of stability
for satisfactory two-control operation. Operation
with constraint in yawing calls for stability in combined
rolling and sideslipping, whereas operation with rolling
constraint requires stability in combined yawing and
sideslipping, as indicated by equations (2) and (3).
In order to illustrate the degree of stabiliiy of a con-
ventional airplane in these motions, data from an
assumed average airplane (described in reference 2)
have been used and several calculations made for the
two cases. The principal characteristics of the as-
sumed airplane are given in the table I.
TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICSOF ASSUMEDAVERAGE
ATRPLANE
T~e-------------------------
Gross weight -------------------
Wiig m---------------------
Wiig ~a~---------.----------
alp-------------------------
rnk2_.___---------- ---------
Monoplan~ >pawenger.
1,600 lb.
171 Sq. ft%
32 r%
1,216 slug-ft.~
1,700slug-ft.~
Stability derivatives at various lift coefficients:
STABIIXTT WHEN CONSTRAINED IN ROLI.UiG
The stability of the motion of the airplane (or of the
movement of the control, 8) when the rolling compo-
nent is arbitrarily constrained may be calculated from
the complementary equations of (2):
dv
fi+rUO-oY, =0
1
—rL,—vL,—i$L6=0 } (5]
$—riV,-VNe-&Va=O I
The complementary equations express only a part of
the complete motion. They show the influence of sta-
bility on the manipulations of the control required
to enforce the desired constraint in bank as well as the
stability of the free yawing and sideslipping oscilla-
tions. Whatever rolling motion is assumed, a solution
of the complementary equations will ~ppear M a com-
ponent of the iinal solution.
The third equation of (5) maybe solved for o and the
resulting expras-sionsubstituted into the fit equation,
etc. The same procedme maybe carried out for r or 6;
in either case the so-called “auxiliary” equation is:
+N6[L,A–L,Y,– UOL,]=O
.-,
The equation is conveniently divided into ihvo parts
to show the effects of control rolling and yawing mo-
ments. If the rolling motion is constrained by n direct
rolling-moment control, the second part of the equation
(containing Na) is eliminated. Since the first poly-
nomial is a quadratic, its roots are:
~= (N.+ y,) +d(N,+ Y,) ’–4(N,Y,+N,Uo)
2 (7)
If the airplane shows an average degree of weathercock
stability (N,> O), the roots will be conjugate complex
numbers and the terms
c@q- Cj+?’
of equation (4) will represent n damped oscillation.
If X,=a+ib and ~i=a—ib, the period of this oscillation
is
(8)
and the time to damp to on~half amplitude:
T,– 10ga0.5–0~7 (9)
provided that a is negative.
Neglect@g the fit part of equation (6) (containing
La) amounts to the assumption that the banking
motion is constrained by the application of a rudder
control. The solution of this part of the equation
alone is:
D&.kY,+~ (lo)
The atiary equation thus has only one real root rmd
it is negative, indicating stabili@. The assumption
is that a sidewise disturbance (o) causes the pilot to give
the airplane a rate of yaw@ such that
rL,= —vL, (11]
As L, is positive, this yawing reduces the sideslip rmd
must then itself be reduced in proportion to prevent
rolling, thus resulting in a convergence. This control
procedure, although stable and nonoscilhtory, rep-
resents rLmore artificial assumption than the control of
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the rolling motion by direct rolling moments, for here
the pilot in order to check a sudden disturbance must
move the airplane as a whole with equal suddenness
while with direct control he is only called upon to de-
flect the control surface suddenly.
Although the motion that occurs when the rollin&
is controlled-either directly by a variable rolling
moment alone or indirectly by a yawing moment-
is stable, a control device that gives both rolling and
yawing moments in combination may cause instability.
Inmmuch as conventional ailerons do give secondary
yawing moments, this case is of considerable interest.
Denoting the ratio:
where each 6 denotes aileron deflection, the following
resolution of equation (6) is obtained
X2– [(N,–KL,) + Y,]A+ (N,–KLr) Y,
+ Uo(N,–KLJ =0
(12)
The solution of this equation diffem horn that of the
first component of equation (6) in that the quantities
N, and N, are replaced by (N,–KLJ and (N,-KL,),
respectively. Thus it is concluded that an effect of a
secondmy adverse yawing moment in an attimpted
rolling maneuver will be an apparent reduction of both
the wederwck stabiliiy (N,) and
yrnving (N,).
Calculation shows that the motion
when
~>N,+ Y.
7-
or when
~> YJV,+ Uoiv,
Y&,+ UOL,
the damping in
becomes unstable
(13)
(14)
in negative magnitude. Such instab%ty would indi-
cate that an arbitrm-y constraint in rolling (such as
attempted level flight) could not be maintained by the
ailerons alone.
Conventional ailerons give rise to adveme yawing
moments in an amount approximately independent of
the speed of flight while the rolling moments and
stabilizing factors are much reduced at the lower speeds.
The result is that the ratio Kapproaches the foregoing
undesirable magnitude at the highest lift coefficients.
It is therefore considered that ordinary ailerons work-
ing on a part of the wing surface that sustains a high
Lift would not be desirable for two-control operation.
Table II lists the results of calculations of the stabil-
ity indexes of the average aiqlane in free yawing and
sideslipping motions at several lift coefficients. Since
these calculations were to be used later in invcdiigating
the motions set up during turning maneuvers, a certain
increase in the steady-ilight speed at a given lift coeffi-
cient was assumed. The increase amountid to 7%
percent and the stability derivative at each lift coeili-
cient were multiplied by this factor.
TABLE II
INDEXES OF STABILITY OF MOTION JVITH CON-
STRAINT IN ROLLING
I &# &=nga:? ~~a:-a---------------------------- 4.16L8 LtJI–.wd=izaf &10Advma yawKE–flM ______ LO –. lZWeL alf km $;Favorable YOW c=O.13-J.._–_– LO -.ss6+L67f a.76
1 1 1 I J
The combined yawing rmdsidalipping motion under
consideration is, in general, very stable. Further
calculations have shown that the stability of the
motion when free only in yawing and sideslipping is
much greater than the stability of the completely free
motion. The oscillations have, in general, a shorter
period and greater damping.
STABILITY WHSN CONSTRAINED JR YAWING
~Calculation of the stability of the rolling and side-
slipping motions when the airplane is constrained in
yawing is similar to that given for constraint in banking.
Here the complementary equations of (3) are used.
The corresponding aidimy equation is
iVJ[A3–(LP+Y,)A2+LPY,A–gL,]
+La[-NPh’+NDY,A-giV,]=o
(15)
The complementary part of the general solution (4)
will be of the form
dnce there are now three roots. In caae the yawing
motion is constrained directly by the application of
control yawing moments, only the tit part of the
equation will be in force. CaJctiation shows that two
of the roots will then be of the conjugate complex typo
previously discussed and that the third root will be very
nearly equal to & Table IIC gives thwe roots as
calculated for the average airplane under conditions
imilar to those assumed in table It.
TABLE III
STABILITY OF MOTION OF AVERAGE AIRPLANE
WITH CONSTRAINT IN YAWING
I I I I I I
II? –L w JyLly Sy&8–o. c@4+o.waf–x 39 –.OIW .mf %%61.8 –207 -. 015+ .716 f :: 46.a
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The fact that the auxiliary equation for the case o
free rolling and sidedipping motion with yawing contro
has roots of such widely diilerent magnitude is ar
indication that the motion may be separatad intc
distinct modes. The large real root (nearly equal k
Q indicates the sharp damping of an initial roll@
motion and is of such magnitude that the wings may
be considered to be in a measure constrained againsl
rolling relatively to the air. A possible rolling motion
however, that will not be appreciably damped cemisti
in rolling about an instant.meous center some distarm
above the center of gravity of the airplane. Fo]
rotation of the airphme as a rigid body about tti
point the rolling moment due to sidealip will balance
the damping of the rolling.’ The height, z~, of the
instantmmcms center above the center of gravity is
found from:
vL, = –pLP
where
v= –pz
whence
G~L=—
L, (17)
The mode of motion represented by the small compl~
roots (table III) thus consists in a swinging oscillation
of the airplane about the metacenter Z as a pendulum
suspended from that point. The characteristic roots
for the pendulum motion would be.
‘43”’+2
(18)
which are seen to be approximate roots of equation
(15) (z,= O).
From these considerations it appears that the two-
control airplane cor&rained in yawing with the rudder
would be subject to minging oscillations of long period
and slight damping. If the airplane is given an initial
angle of sideslip, it will be restrained aggt banking
directly by the relatively great damping in rolling L,
and the banking that occurs will conform nearly to a
rotation of the airplane about the metacenter & It
will be of interest to calculate this height, using the
stability derivatives given in table I:
c’
0.36
N’
Physical considerations indicate that the damping of
this mode of motion is, almost entirely dependent-on
Y,; hence, for two-control operation with the rudder, it
should be desirable to have a large value of this
derivative.
It is possible for the pilot to apply a yawing moment
either through the secondary influence of an aileron
ll’bkmwieo fcacillatlonhsstmn dlsauwlbyhnnkkr.
control or indirectly by rolling the airplane as a whole,
If the latter effect were used to constrain the yawing,
the resulting motion would be excessively unstable.
Thus, in order to prevent a sidewise disturbance from
yawing the airplane (r= O), the pilot must execute a roll
such tit the forward wing is depressed (piVP=—oN,).
This roll provides the occasion for an increaae of side-
slip due to the bank and requires, in turn, more rapid
rolling so that the motion diverges quickly. Secondary
ailercn yawing moments of either sign moderate this
instability and the motion may become stable if the
yawing moment is favorable.
These considerations indicate that the pilot could
not maintain an exact yawing constraint by the use of
ailerons alone. On the other hand, this inabi.li~ is
probably not of great importance since the assumption
of piloting procedure is obviously artificial and since
the former calculations (stability with constraint in
rolling) indicated that, if the ailerons were used to
hold the wings level, the free yawing oscillations would
be short and quickly damped. (See table II.) Thus
k appears that, in order to prevent any yawing whatever
during a disturbance, the pilot would have to execute a
divergent bank whereas if he merely held the wings
leveI the yawing motion might be unnoticeable. The
divergent bank consists in a rotation of the airplane
&bout the metacentm
(19)
whichis now situated below the airplane. The motion
b like that of a pendulum placed at this height above
.ts pornt of support.
TWO-CONTROL OPERATION IN STEADY TURNS.
The two-control average airplane, showing stability
)oth in combined yawing and sidesIipping (rolling
xmtrol) and in combined rolling and sidealipping
j-awing control), should reach a definite condition of
~quilibriumwith some iixed setting of the lateral con-
rd. In general, the equilibrium condition corre-
spondingto a definite rudder or aileron setting will be
~ steady turn at a deiiniti angle of bank. If the
omponents of rolling and yawing angular acceleration
reduced by the deflected controls are 6La and 6Na,
~s before, the equations of lateral equilibrium at a
ixed angle of bank may be written:
gq–rUO+oY, =0
rL,+vL, +6La=0 I (20)TN,+vN,+6N6 =0
n case control is’by ailerens gkiug secondary (adverse
jr favorable) yawing moments, the term N8 is re-
Jawd by &; and, in case control is by rudder alone,
J3is dropped from the equations. In any case it has
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to be assumed that the longitudinal control is properly
manipulated for maintaining altitude and speed while
turning.
Two special conditions of equilibrium are of interest.
Solving the equations for the angle of bank
The necessary condition for’ the bank angle to be zero
—
with deflected controls is:
1 La_(Y.L,+ L, U,i=iTa– YW,+.N,UO )
(See equation (14).)
In case the applied control rolling
(22)
and yawing
moments are in this ratio, the steady state of motion
of the airplane will be a flat turn without bank. This
limiting ratio may be compared with the ratio of the
secondary aileron yawing momenta to the rolling
moments. If the secondary moment is adverse and
exceeds a certain proportion of the rolling moment,
an equilibrium condition in which the ailerons do not
produce a bank of the airplane becomes possible. In
this condition a gradual deflection of the ailerons would
merely cause the airplane to assume a yawed attitude,
turning slowly under the influence of the side pressure
oY,. Such a condition should be especially avoided
in a two-control airplane utilizing aileron operation.
Another simpler condition of equilibrium that is also
of interest is the condition for zero rate of yawing
with deflected controls. The resolution of the equa-
tions in this case is:
(23)
This is the condition for an ordinary sideslip and the
ratio of yawing ta rolling moment requisite ta this
condition is simply
(24)
Obviously it should be considered undesirable to allow
the secondary adverse yawing moment of the ailerons
to approach this proportion of the rolling moment.
By a similar resolution of the equations another
condition, namely,
1_ La_L,
~–x–N, (25)
is obtained for the case of steady turning without side-
slipping. This equilibrium is possible with aileron
control alone in the case of secondary adveme yawing
moments and furnishw another criterion for the mag-
nitude of these secondary moments. In this case it
would be expected that a gradual application of the
rolling control would lead to turning at a progressively
greater rate with the angle of bank opposite in sense to
the applied ding moment.
The main point of interest in the condition of steady
turning with two-control operation is the angle of side-
slip incident to the turn ‘at various angl~ of
The resolution of the equations for u results in:
N,–.cL,
‘=gpK(YJ,+ UOL,)—(YsN,+ UJV,)
bank.
(26)
In the case of rudder control,
exprcsion fort) reduces to:
where La= O the
(27)
while in the case of pure rolling-moment control
(ailerons giving no secondary yawing moments)
(28)
Thus the sideslipincident to turning with only rudder
control is mainly dependent on the ratio of L,/L, while
with rolling-moment control the important factor is
x
t ,V
Y
x
I
9 .-Mefocenf er
~GUFtEL—Dbgraa q lnshtlng mmbw yewing and ddmllpping motion dining a
etaady twwmn!rol tarm Mehmntarfaryawingmament;w -$$ metacenter fer
L,.romngmoment; -
L E.
N,/iV,. In both cases the sideslip will ordinarily be
positive (toward the center of the turn) although the
airplane does not necessarily lose altitude on this
Recount.
Figure 1 illustrak the combined sideslipping and
yawing of a two-control airplane during a steady turn.
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k the case of rudder control the inward sideslip must
be such that vLn= –rL, to prevent rolling. This
combined sideslipping and yawing motion may be
ascribed to a rotation of the airplane about some point
aft of the center of gravity. If the distance of this
point behind the center of gravity is denoted by Z~
or L,~L= ——L, (29)
for the case of rudder-controlled turns. For rotation
of the airplane about this point the rolling moment
vanishes, hence the point is a metacenter for the rolling
moment. The X axis will be tangent to the flight
path at this point in rounding a turn, as shown in
figure 1.
Similar considerations apply in the case of operation
with a rolling-moment control with tied rudder.
Here the metacenter is for a vmiahing yawing moment,
the amount of sideslip being that necessary for
oN,= –rN,. The distance of the metacenter aft of
the center of gravi~ is found from
or (30)
b interesting point arises in connection with the
relation of the two metacenters (5L and 5~). For
positive rotation of the airplane about rtpoint nearer
the center of gravity than 2~ the residual yawing
moment will be negative; hence if the metacenter
5L is nearer the Mnter of grati~ than ~N, steady
turning with rudder operation will require a positive
setting of the rudder, i. e., in a dhection to aid the turn.
Conversely, if control is by rolling moments, the steady
motion fl be a rotation about & and, if the residual
rolling moment for rotation about this point is negative
(%<~N), the rO~ control setting ti be positive,
also in a sense aiding the turn. C)bvioudy, the re-
ndition3&ZA corresponds to imtabiliiy since in this
case with either mode of two-control operation the
control setting during a steady turn would be one
appropriate to recovery horn the turn. This condition
is analogous to the spiral instability discussed by Man-
chester. The followhqg table gives the metacenters
5L and ENfor the average airplane at various lift
coefficients:
At the lowest speeds (CL= 1.0 and 1.8) ~N is less
than zL, indicating that negative rudder and aileron
settings will be required during stendy positive turns,
Figure 2 shows results of calculations of the control-
moment coefficients for equilibrium in turning at,
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Equilibrium angles of sidw.lip in steady turning
with both modes of two-control operation are shown in
figure 3. It is to be noted that the angle of sideslip
is not greatly different in steady turning with either
type of control and in every case is positive.
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The only possibili@ of outward or negative eideslip
during the steady turn occurs when rolling and yawing
moments are applied in combination. Such ttnoccur-
rence is illustrated in figure 4, which shows the effect
of secondary aileronyawing moments on the equilibrium
during 30° bank turns. At C,.= 1.0 the sideslipbecomes
A STUDY OF THE TWO-CONTROL
negative, or outward, when the ratio NJL excaeds
negatively N,/L,, i. e.:
0. Ix N, N,
“G Z’zzh (31)
(See equation (25).)
Whether or not a given sewmd~ aileron yawing
moment will reduce or increase the equilibrium side-
slip angle during a steady turn depends on the spiral
stability of the airplane, for this charactetitic deter-
mines the sign of the equilibrium control setting.
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Thus, in the case of a spirally unstable machine the
aileron setting will be appropriate to recovery from
the bank and an ndveme yawing moment will act in a
positive direction, aiding the turn. In any event,
spiral stability, if present, must be considered M a
small effect (with conventional airplanes); and the
control setting during steady turns is, if positive,
almost certain to be small so that secondary momants
will have little effect. (See fig. 4, C7L=0.35.)
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~ UNSTEADY TURNS
The consideration of the equilibrium state is sufli-
:ient for the study of conditions during slowly executed
maneuvers of sufficient duration for. the naturd free
)scillatiom of the airplane to die out. In the case of
rapid maneuvers performed by more or less quick
movements of the control the equilibrium conditions
we of secondary importance and the primary con-
sideration is the oscillation and damping of the free
notion.
According to the previously outlined treatment, the
notions of the two-control airplane set up during un-
]teady t&ns will be studied by considering a constraint
repressed on the motion in the particular coordinate
n which the available control operates. Thus in one
xwe of rudder control a definite sequence of yawiqg
notions a~proptiate to the turn maneuver under con-
sideration will be w-sumed. The free rolling motion
ihat the airplane takes up during the maneuver will
\henbe studied and compsred with the rolling motion
;hat would be considered appropriate for the execu-
;ion of the maneuver.
The investigation of unsteady conditions during
mrious maneuvers required that the equations of mc-
ion (equations (1) to (3)) be solved for differant types
md variations of the impressed disturbances. The first
step in the procedure consisted in obtaining solutions
of the equations for “tit &tib~cm” substituted
into each coordinate of freedom.
The unit disturbance is deiined by
1(t) =0 when t<O
I
(32)
1(t) =1 when t>O
(see reference 3) and is taken to represent a disturbing
acceleration of tit magnitude applied instantly at
t=o.
The solutions of the equations of motion for this
type of disturbance were found by methods described
in reference 4. The result thus obtained is analogous
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to the so-called %.ndicial admittance” of the electrio- As the curves show, the actual yawing is delayed for
circuit theory and was combined with Carson’s gener- an instant but in each case oscillates about the mean
dized expansion theorem (see reference 5) to obtain value given by (35). The most favorable condition is
the motion due to the varying forms of disturbance. that at high speed (OL=0.35) since the appropriate
II VI(t)is the motion calculated for a unit disturbance yawing motion occurs with the least delay and the OS-
1(t), ad o(t)k me motion due b a vti @sturb- cillations are most quickly damped.
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ante, say p(t) (see equation (2)), then Carson’s theorem
may be written
V(Q =ti(QP(o) + J;n (%—O% ~t (33)
It was found convenient to evahmte this intagral
graphically.
Figures 5 and 6 show the motions of the two-control
airplane constrained in rolling (aileron operation) due
to unit disturbance acting in each of the two remaining
As stated previously, the unit motions, or motions
due to unit disturbances, were utilized in calculating
the effects of varying disturbances assumed during turn
maneuvers. Thus the curve9 given in figure 5 were
used to find the motions due to a varying angle of bank
by means of Carson’s integral (33). Aotually, in con-
straining the airplane to a deiin.itebank angle as was
assumed, a varying aileron rolling moment has to be
applied and, if this moment is accompanied by a
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degrees of freedom. Figure 5 shows the yawing mo-
tions resulting from a suddenly impressed sidewise
acceleration of 1 foot per second per seoond. The con-
ditions here may be assumed to represent the effect of
an initial and constantly maintained angle of bank of
approximately
~=!
9
(34)
In order to maintain this bank angle without sideslip-
ping, the airplane shouId immediately acquire a uni-
form rate of yawing of approximately
1
‘=VOc (35)
second~ yawing moment, additional disturbances in
yawing will be introduced. The rolling motion will also
introduce a secondary disturbance in yawing equal to
N2xp (t). Figure 6 shows the yawing motion produced
by a unit disturbance in yawing that was used in calcu-
lating the effects of such impressedyawing disturbrmces.
This curve may be considered to represent the ymving
motion following the sudden application of a control
yawing moment. The final effect of this disturbrmceis
to cause the machine to assume a yawed attitude, turn-
ing slowly under the influence of the side force uY,.
Figures 7 and 8 show the corresponding solutions of
the equations of motion (3) for the case of the airplane
constrained in yawing by a rudder control. Figure 7
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may be taken to represent the rolling motion following
an initial bank angle. Presumably the ideal condition
would be a rapid diminishing of this bank angle to
zero. The integrated areas under the curves shown
wouId then approach a dehite value after a few oscilla-
tions, which area should be equal to the initial bank
angle, namely approximately
1p=-
9
(36)
Instead, the airplane continues to roll one way and
then the other, executing the pendulum-like oscillations
followed in practice. In other respects, it was thought
that any smooth curve representing the banking or
yawing of the machine up to a ddi.n.ite angle or rate
maintained steadily for a short time and followed by a
smooth recovery to straight flight would serve the pur-
pose. Figure 9 shows the time history of the ideal
three-cantrol turn that was assumed in the subsequent
investigation. In most maw the manuever was as-
sumed to be completed in 6.28 seconh and this time is
taken to represent about the maximum rapidity with
which the maneuver could be performed at the lowest
speed using conventional-type controls. Figure 10
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described in the discussion of the stability of this mo-
tion. The damping of these oscillations is slight and is
most apparent at the lowest lift coefficient, CL=0.35.
Figure 8 is similar to figure 7 except that here the
rolling motion is due to a suddenly impressed angular
acceleration in rolling. These curves were used in
calculating the effect of varying roUing momenta im-
pressed indirectly by yawing motion ~,x~(i). (See
equation (3).) Figure 8 is of interest in illustrating the
two more or less distinct modes of motion in free rolling
and sideslipping. It will be noted that the rolling
starts very rapidly (with an initial angular accelera-
tion of one radian per second per second) but soon
takes up the slow swinging oscillation. As in the pre-
vious case of rolling motion, the steady state fially
approached is a definite angle of bank.
The foregoing calculations are of interest in indicat-
ing how the different types of two-control airplanes
may be expected to respond to attempted maneuvers.
The first step in the calculation of an actual complete
maneuver is to arrive at a specification for that part of
the motion which is assumed to be constrained. It
will be of interest to compare the motions executed by
the two-control airplane with the most perfect possible
coordination of the motions that might be obtained
with three-control operation. obviously, it m be
necessary to specify a maneuver that is within the power
of the control to produce and it will be desirable to
conform the specification to a type of turn likely to be
shows the control-moment coefficids neccssmy to
constrain the rolling and yawing motions to the speci-
fied maneuver with perfect three-control operation.
Under the conditions of two-control operation the turns
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JWU not be perfect owing to the sidcdippiug and it is
to be expected that this sideslipping will in some
degree modify the control settings.
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In the crdculatiom illustrated in iigure 11 the banking
motion was assumed to be forced to follow the ideal
bank by means of a rolling control and the reaulttmt
free yawing motions were computed. The reaction of
the machine was evidently favorable in this case.
This result could have been anticipated tim the calcu-
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lrdions of stability, which showed that the free yawing
motion was of short period and strongly damped.
The curves of &ure 11, although indicating the
advantage of rolling-moment control, also bring out an
imperfection in the coortiation of the yavviugmotion.
The rolling motion itself tends to induce an unfavorable
7iq seconds
yawing motion at the start of the maneuver due to the
adveme sign of AT,. This effect becomes more pro-
nounced at the higher lift coeilicients sad, in the worst
case (CL= 1.8), produces an adverse change in the
heading of the machine of 2.0°. The total change ti
heading produced by the maneuver at this speed is
npprosimately 50°.
From the foregoing considerations, it appeared thut
a certain amount of favorable secondary aileron yawing
moment might be dcs.irable to overcome the adveme
yaw caused by the rolling motion at the start of the
Tim, seconds
Racm U.-The effectof samndargyawingmomentaon Y8wfmgmotfom during
Wlmmk nmnmmmpmformmlwith rcdlfngmntml; fJL=l.O. C.-+ 021Cf,
(E-* 0L5).
turn. The effects of secondary yawing moments of
both favorable and adverse sign applied in proportion
to the control rolling moment are illustrated in figures
12, 13, and 14.
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The curves shown were calculated by equation (2)
and take account of the increments of control displace-
ment necessary to accommodate the rolling moments
introduced by the yawing and sideslipping oscillations.
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The effect of them increments of control displacement
is to modify the stability of the yawing and sideslipping
motions, an adveme yawing moment reducing the
darnping and lengthening the period. The results iri-
dicate especitiy the disadvantage of adveme yaw- and
show that some improvement may be had from a
favorable yawing moment.
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In order k study more closely the possible beneficial
effects of a favorable aileron yawing moment, it is of
some interest to analyze further the control application
into severil components. The component that results
in moditlcation of the stability through the action of the
secondary yawing moment may be considered to be
directly favorable to improved coordination of the
4 Time,seconds
yawing motion because it shortens the natural oscilla-
tion period and increases the damping. With a given
proportion of favorable yawing moment, increasing the
dihedral angle should result in further tiprovement in
this respect since the apparent weathercock stability
(N,–&J is increased in that way. Another compo-
nent of the applied rolling control is directd to over-
coming the damping of the rolling incident to the
maneuver. The secondary yawing disturbance thus
w~7
introduced is of the same form as piVP and may be
calculated as
$7,’ = (A?,-KL,) (37)
The condition for perfect coordination of banking
and yawing motion during the turn requires that the
acceleration in yawing be very nearly proportional to
the rate of rolling; namely,
&g
&’=@P (38)
The component of rolling control directed toward
opposing the damping in rolling is applied in this way
and it is seen that this component of the secondary
favorable yawing moment is properly directed toward
improved coordination of the yawing motion. The
component of control application neceswwy to acceler-
ate the rolling motion does not, however, lead to a
desirable secondary yawing acceleration since this
acceleration is not proportioned to the rolling velocity.
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This component resuh% in the primary disadvantage
associated with favorable-ya-w ailerons. Quick or
irregular movements of the control may lead to pro-
nounced yawing oscillations if the secondary moment
is very great.
It appears that a decisive method of improving the
aileron-operated two-control airplane would be to
. ..-— —.+ .. . .. ———.
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increase the weathercock-stability factor NW This
method would serve directly to reduce the sideslipping
to a minimum both in steady turning and in rapidly
executed turn maneuvers. Figure 15 shows the effect
of doubliqg N, on the yawing motion during the maneu-
ver performed at CL= 1.(). This modifhtion of the
riirplaneshortened the natursl period of the oscillation
and resulted in the yawing action tahg place more
quickly. The effect on sideslip is shown in figure 16.
Although the maneuver ends with about 5° of outward
sideslipj this value will be quickly reduced to zero on
account of the natural stability of the motion. With
diilerent timing of the maneuver it may, of course, be
brought to an end with no residual sidedip. The
following table shows the effect of arbitrarily increasing
N, on the natural period of the yawing oscillations:
Ratio of
F&3&bat
afrplane
1
2
4
PerM
sffcm6&
26-2
2c5
It is to be noted that an increase in vertical-fin area
will increase the derivative N, as well as N. and will
thus result in greater damping of the motion.
G Time, seconds
Fmomi l&—Yawfngmotionner8mry toonfcua3~eiaP bankmanmlmxWfth
mddmwtfw C~-1.O.
A certain disadvantage associated with increased N,
is the relatively greater tendency for spiral instability
and the consequent necessity for holding the control
against the steady turn. It maybe expected, however,
that this undesirable tendency could be overccme by
properly proportioning the dihedral of the wings. The
greatest possible effect of increase of vertic&fin area
would be to cause the metacenter for yawing moments
;N (see discussion of stability) to apprcach coincidence
with the fin; it would then appear neceswy to arrange
the metacenter for rolling moments ahead of this point
in order to accommodate any desiredincreaseof vertical-
fi area and secure spiral stability.
Ihrther improvement in the operation of the aileron-
controlled maohine could be had by decreasing the
yawing derivative in rolling N,. Alteration of this
derivative apparently would require fundamental
changes in wing de&n, improvement being in the direc-
tion of lower aspect ratio, which might, of course, con-
fiict with other requirements.
As pointed out, the maneuvem assumed in these cal-
culations are considered to be more rapid than usual in
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normal flight, since they represent the use of a large
proportion of the control power ordinarily available at
the lower speeds. With slower maneuvers the coordina-
tion of the motions of the two-control airplane would
be expected to be much better, especially when the
duration of the maneuver becomes large relative to the
natural period of oscillation of the airplane. Figure 17
shows the result of a Calculationin which the duration
of the 6.28-second maneuver was doubled.
It is worth noting that the actual deflection of the
flight path of an airplane relative to the earth is accom-
plished much more directly by banking than by steering.
Regardless of tbe sideslipping and coordination of angu-
lar motions, any decided acceleration of the path must
be brought about by inclination of the lift and is not
directly. affected to my great extent by rotating the
airplane in yaw. Such deflection of the path would be
the principal objective in turning to avoid an obstacle.
Thus the airplane with rolling-moment control should
be capable of avoiding obstacles equally as quickly as a
conventional three-control airplane. As is the caw
with three-control operation, the tendency of n two-
ccntrol airplane to accelerate downward when banked
must be counteracted by a movement of the elevator.
If the airplane is assumed to execute a sharp turn to
avoid an obstacle, the primary consideration will thus
be the ability to produce a specified bank. Under such
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conditions the pilot of the rudder-operated airplane
would be expected to make an tiort at indireot control
of the bank without regard to the coordination of the
yawing motion. The question then arises as to what
yawing motion would have tQbe prescribed in the case
of the rudder-controlled macline to enforce the desired
motion in banking. “
Figure 18 shows the yawing motion that results in a
bank curve similar to that given in @e 9. It appears
that, in order to attain the bank angle as shown, a
relatively powerful rudder control wotid have to be
applied about one-half seecnd in advance of the usual
start of the turn. Further calculations showed that the
prescribed yawing motion could be attained throughout
if a r~ther large amount of rudder control were avail-
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able. That such an attempt to follow a deiinite course
in banking would require a vigorous use of the rudder
is evident from the oscillation of the yawing curve.
In the ease of two-control operation with a constraint
in ymving by means of the rudder, the yrnving motions
sho~ in @e 9 were assumed and the resulting
free rolling motions were calculated. Figures 19 and
20 show the results of such calculations made at dif-
ferent lift coefficients. The angles of bank and ratea of
rolling attained are compared with those that would
be appropriate to the constrained yawing motion.
It is apparent from these and the preceding figures
that the two-control airplane operated with the rudder
cannot be expected to perform rapid maneuvers of the
type considered. The natural reaetion of the rolling
motion is too slow and the damping is too slight to
enable even an approximate ecordimtion of the mo-
tions within the short time of duration of the maneuver.
Figure 21 shows the angles of sidedip attained with
the various modes of operation considered, summarizing
the results of the calculations.
The reasons for the inability of the rudder-controlled
airplane to execute rapid turns are: First, that the
secondary rolling reaction due to yawing motion is
insufficient to overcome the relatively great damping
of direot roUing motion; second, that for a rapid torn
the rate of rolling required on entry and reecvary
greatly exoeedathe maximum rate of yawing; and third,
that the free rolling and eideslipping oscillations setup
are not very well damped. The greatest possibility for
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improvement would appear to be in increasing the
derivatives L, and Y,. The fit (L,) would cdl for
increased dihedral angle and would serve i% shorten
the natural period of the rolling and sideslippingmotion,
while the second (Y,) would oall for inoreaaed area of
the side projection of the airplane and should improve
the damping of the oscillations. The following table
shows the effects of changing these derivatives on the
natural period and damping of the oscillations at
C.=1.o.
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CONCLUSION
The lateral motion of a conventional airplane is more
stable when constrained in rolling than when con-
strained in yawing. The stability of the free yawing
and sideslippiqg motion is greater than that of the
entirely free motion; the stabi.li@- of the free rolling
and sidedipping is less than that of the entirely free
motion.
If rLrolling-moment control is used to enforce an
arbitrary constraint in banking, the free yawing that
results will be approximately coordinated to the bank
if the airplane has the average degree of weathercoc~
stability (NJ. The yawing in this case is also ap-
proximately adjusted to the speed of fLight so that
with a given brink maneuver a more rapid rate of
yawing is attained at low speed than at high speed, as
is desirable. The deviation of the yawing from the
ideal is greater, however, at lower speeds and is also
gnmter in quick turns than in more slowly executed
ones. If the rolling control were designed to give a
moderate favorable yawing moment, the coordination
of the motions would be improved. llmprovement may
also be effected by increasing the weathercock sta-
bility. If, however, the aileron control gives the usual
proportion of secondary adverse yawing moment, the
coordination of the ymving with the banking will be
relatively very poor. The motions may then become
unstable and uncontrollable in an extreme case at high
lift coefficient. These latter statements are partictiarly
applicable to conventional-type ailerons, which are
considered as undesirable on this account for use at
low flight speed unless compensated by the rudder.
.4 rudder control maybe used to enforce a constraint
either directly on the yawing motion or indirectly on
the rollirg motion provided that the maneuver speci.iied
is not teo rapid nor the disturbances encountered too
severe. In the former case the free banking motion
occurs as a series of long oscillations that do not begin
to approximate the desired bank until some time after
the start of a maneuver or after the passing of a dis-
turbance. During a rapid yawiqg maneuver the bank
that occurs is greater at low flight speed than at high,
indiding that the coordination of the centrifugal and
the gravitational accelerations is not adapted to the
desired variation with flight @eed.
Although the coordination of the motions with
aileron control grows worse as the ilight speed is re-
duced, the coordination with rudder control improves
somewhat at the lower speeds. This effect would be
especially apparent if the rudder were applied in such
a way as to enforce indirectly a desired brmking mo-
tion. Such indirect control requhs, however, that tho
rudder be deflected in advance of the desired effect.
The yrnvirqgthat arises when the bank is indirectly
controlled with the rudder is a very poor approxima-
tion to the ideal yawiqg and calls for large and irregular
ccmtrol movements.
The amount of sideslipping during shady turns is
not greatly difFerentwith either mode of operation. In
either case it appears de&able that the free motion of
the airplane show spiral stability so that control settings
opposing the turn wiUnot be required.
In general, it is concluded that a reliable rolling-
rnoment control that does not give a secondary adverae
yawing moment wouId afford the most satisfactory
means for two-control operation. It appeara that a
moderate amount of fnvorable secondary yaw would
be desirable although certain dimdvrmtagea appear if
the proportion is too great.
The disadvantage in two-control operation lies not
so much in the imperfection of control of the flight path
of the airplanerelative to the earth as in the sideslipping
md sidetie accelerations that arise through the im-
perfect coordination of the yawing and banking
motions. It appeam possible that this tendency may
be so reduced by the use of suitable control organs
and properly moditied stabiLity characteristics as to
be unobjectionable.
LANGLEY NIEMORLKL bRONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMAII~E FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY IFIELD, VA., A@ Ii?, 2936.
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